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ABSTRACT

1

When contributors to a software project leave, the knowledge they
hold may become lost, thus impacting code quality and team productivity. Although well-known strategies can be used to mitigate
knowledge loss, these strategies have to be tailored to their target
context to be effective. To help software development organizations
mitigate turnover-induced knowledge loss, we sought to better
understand the different contexts in which developers experience
this knowledge loss, and the resulting implications. We conducted
qualitative interviews with 27 professional developers and managers from three different companies that provide software products
and services. Leveraging the experience of these practitioners, we
contribute a framework for characterizing turnover-induced knowledge loss and descriptions of the implications of knowledge loss,
synthesized into 20 observations. These observations about knowledge loss in practice are organized into four themes, validated by
the participants, and discussed within the context of the research
literature in software engineering.

When contributors to a software project leave the project, the
knowledge they hold may become inaccessible, or lost, to the remaining team members [12, 38]. In software development, knowledge loss impacts quality [15, 32] and productivity [41], among
other factors [42]. In the words of an experienced software developer we interviewed about the impact of knowledge loss: “We have
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to reverse engineer and sometimes we have to look for knowledge. We have
to find something, which was probably written somewhere before, and the
biggest impact is how fast we can deliver the solution”.

Numerous high-level strategies exist to mitigate knowledge loss
in software development, which can focus on personal, project, or
technology factors [35]. These include, for example, learning by
experimenting, maintaining a clear documentation process, or substituting verbal communication with an instant messenger. While
it is useful to be informed of the options available, knowledge management practices have to be applied in a specific context. Only
with a shared understanding of the context in which knowledge is
lost can the practicalities and trade-offs involved in its mitigation
become actionable. The goal of our research is to help software
development organizations with the implementation of mitigation
strategies for turnover-induced knowledge loss. For this purpose,
we sought to better understand 1) the different contexts in which
developers experience turnover-induced knowledge loss, and 2) the
implications of knowledge loss in practice.
To learn about knowledge loss in practice, we conducted qualitative interviews with 27 professional developers and managers
from three different companies that provide software products and
services to commercial enterprises. We analyzed the interview transcripts and leveraged the statements of the participants to elaborate
a systematic approach for describing knowledge loss contexts, and
to capture descriptions of the implications of knowledge loss in
practice. We provided all the participants with a summary of the
findings and, of nine respondents, the majority confirmed the credibility and usefulness of these findings through a questionnaire.
The first contribution of this paper is a framework for characterizing turnover-induced knowledge loss, applied to 41 workplace
situations described by the participants, and also validated by the
participants. For example, we noted, among others, that the departure of a knowledge owner does not necessarily imply a complete
disengagement from the project, and that internal transfers within
a company can amount to a complete departure from the point
of view of knowledge transfer. The second contribution is a set of
descriptions of the implications of knowledge loss, synthesized into
20 observations organized into four themes, validated by practitioners, and discussed within the context of the broader research
literature in software engineering.
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BACKGROUND

Explicit

This investigation of knowledge loss in practice is informed by
existing theories of knowledge management as well as related work
on knowledge loss in software engineering.

2.1

Tacit

Tacit

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present relevant concepts of knowledge management theory and
survey the related work on knowledge loss in software engineering.
In Section 3, we describe our research methods. Section 4 reports on
knowledge loss contexts, and Section 5 reports on the implications
of knowledge loss in practice. In Section 6, we present the results of
the validation survey. We synthesize the insights and implications
of the work and conclude in Section 7.

Theory of Knowledge Management

The general goal of this work is to help improve organizational
learning in software development organizations. Schneider summarizes organizational learning as the “learning of individuals,
organization-wide collection of knowledge, and cultivation of infrastructure for knowledge exchange” [46, p.3]. Consistently with
Schneider, we use Sunassee and Sewry’s definition of knowledge
as “the human expertise stored in a person’s mind, gained through
experience and interaction with the person’s environment” [49].
Various models have been proposed to capture how knowledge
flows within organizations [11]. As a reference model of knowledge
management life-cycle, we use Nonaka and Takeuchi’s theory of
knowledge creation [36] as it is both well-known and enduring [11,
p.79]. One of the main features of this model is the distinction
between tacit and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge refers to
knowledge that cannot easily be communicated through writing or
verbalization [40], whereas explicit knowledge refers to the kind
that can be codified.
Figure 1 shows the Nonaka and Takeuchi model [36]. The figure
is a matrix where each cell represents a type of knowledge conversion. The rows represent the initial type of knowledge (tacit vs.
explicit) and the columns represent the final type of the conversion
(again, tacit vs. explicit). For example, socialization is the sharing
of tacit knowledge directly from one person to another, whereas
externalization is the conversion of tacit knowledge to explicit
knowledge (usually by writing it down, but also through diagrams,
etc.). Linking explicit knowledge is called combination. Finally,
learning by doing leads to the internalization of knowledge. In
the model, the spiral represents the learning process, with the diameter of the spiral representing the growing amount of knowledge
acquired over time by repeatedly creating new knowledge through
conversions.
Many books exist that describe knowledge transfer practices
and barriers to knowledge sharing [12, 23, 37, 50]. While such
reference texts are useful surveys of the general state of the practice
of knowledge management, this paper offers a more focused view of
the experience of knowledge loss in software projects, specifically
in the context of turnover. We define turnover as the departure
of a contributor from a software project in which they are actively
engaged. Turnover can be voluntary or involuntary [48], and is
generally associated with decreased project performance due in
part to knowledge loss [15, 39].

Figure 1: Nonaka and Takeuchi’s model of knowledge
creation. Adapted by permission from Springer Nature:
Springer, Experience and Knowledge Management in Software Engineering by Kurt Schneider, © 2009 [46].

2.2

Knowledge Loss in Software Engineering

In software engineering, contributions to our understanding of
knowledge loss can be organized in terms of literature reviews, case
studies, and data-mining studies.
Literature Reviews. Nidhra et al. provide a literature survey of the
knowledge transfer challenges and mitigation strategies in global
software development [35], while Rashid et al. contribute a conceptual map of the literature on knowledge loss related to open-source
software, summarizing, in particular, the different types of impact
that knowledge loss has on open-source projects [42]. These include, for example, abandoned code and project instabilities. Also
drawing on the literature, Kukko and Helander review 22 knowledge sharing barriers, and map them to different companies based
on how the companies increased in size [22]. In terms of the overall
literature, Manhart and Thalmann find that “the existing body of literature primarily focusses on the formal and the legal dimension of
knowledge protection, while neglecting the tacit dimension” [27].
Case Studies. A number of studies directly investigated how knowledge gets lost in software projects. In particular, Feilkas et al. focus
on how architectural documentation gets out of date through an
industry case study [14]. Based on their experience with mediumsize companies, Durst and Wilhelm emphasize the challenge of
promoting knowledge management to a first class concern, noting that “management appears to be too busy with the day-to-day
running of the business to give [the risk of knowledge loss] a high
priority” [13]. In a similar vein, Viana et al. observed knowledge
creation and loss within a company. They discuss, among others,
the challenges of externalizing knowledge, and the issue that externalized knowledge may end up not being used [52]. Finally, through
an interview-based case study, Mitchell and Seaman studied how
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Table 1: Characteristics of the study participants

knowledge flows within one company, identifying several obstacles, including “inability to efficiently locate explicit knowledge
(documents) from the project’s online database” [31, p.167], and a
tension between engineers’ perceived need to capture knowledge
from impromptu interactions and the manager’s belief that this is
not cost-effective.

ID

A1-Man
A2-Man
A3-Man
A4-Man
A5-Man
A6-Arc
A7-Arc
A8-Dev
A9-Dev
A10-Dev
A11-Dev
A12-Dev
A13-Dev
A14-Dev
A15-Dev
A16-Dev
A17-Dev

Seniority

Development Manager
Development Manager
Development Manager
Development Manager
Development Manager
Software Architect
Software Architect
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer

Company B
B1-Exe
B2-Man
B3-Man
B4-Dev

Company Executive
Development Manager
Development Manager
Software Developer

Company C
C1-Exe
C2-Man
C3-Dev
C4-Dev
C5-Dev
C6-Dev

Company Executive
Development Manager
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer
Software Developer

METHOD

We explored the experience of professional developers and managers dealing with turnover-induced knowledge loss situations by
conducting qualitative interviews with participants recruited from
three software development companies. We then transcribed the
interviews and analyzed the transcripts qualitatively.

3.1

Experience

Company A

Data-Mining Studies. Researchers have also studied knowledge flow
in software projects by mining software repositories. As general
context for the study of knowledge loss, Sowe et al. provided an
initial insight into knowledge sharing practices in open-source
software through a study of mailing lists [47]. By mining project
repositories, Mockus showed that “recent departures from an organization were associated with increased probability of customer reported defects, thus demonstrating that in the observed context the
organizational change reduces product quality” [32]. Similarly, Bird
et al. found that high levels of code ownership were associated with
fewer defects [3]. Studying turnover in global open-source projects,
Lin et al. observed that developers who produce documentation
do not remain as long as coders in software projects [25]. Foucault
et al. found that “the activity of external newcomers negatively
impact software quality” [15]. As for knowledge loss specifically,
Izquierdo-Cortazar et al. introduced the idea of modeling knowledge
loss in terms of lines of code contributed by a developer who left
the project [19]. This idea was further refined by Rigby et al. [43],
who modeled the phenomenon probabilistically as a risk [20], and
Nassif and Robillard, who added additional parameters to the analysis [33]. Other researchers have used various techniques applied
to software repositories in an attempt to estimate the so-called
“bus factor” metric, namely the number of key developers whose
departure would threaten the project [2, 7], or to predict project
productivity when accounting for knowledge loss [34]. Mirsaeedi
and Rigby follow up on the investigation of knowledge at risk with
the suggestion to distribute knowledge through code reviews to
reduce the files at risk of turnover [30]. Although the use of metrics
allows us to take into account a huge amount of process data to
make observations, the modeling of knowledge in terms of source
files is very approximate [45].

3

Role

phenomenon from multiple personal perspectives. Within these
parameters, the number of participants was bounded pragmatically
by the difficulty of diverting practitioners from their professional
activities and the high cost of analyzing qualitative interviews.
Table 1 provides, for each participant, their main role within
the company, their level of experience, and their seniority within
the company, all using generalized descriptors. We discretized the
participants’ level of experience and seniority into three levels. For
general workplace experience, we distinguish between participants
within five years of graduation or in their role as an IT worker ,
participants with over ten years of relevant industry experience ,
and participants in-between the two . For seniority within the
company, we distinguish between participants who have been with
the company for two years or less , from participants who have
been with the company for over seven years , and participants
in-between the two .

Companies and Participants

We recruited 27 participants from three companies (see Table 1).
Company A is a multinational that develops enterprise solutions.
The participants from Company A are members of a department in
charge of software maintenance. Company B is a small company
that develops and operates accounting software for affiliated companies. Company C is a small company that specializes in integrated
on-line sales solutions. We recruited the participants via personal
contacts. Our recruitment goal for this study was to involve participants from multiple companies and to interview a sufficient
number of practitioners to be able to explore the knowledge loss
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extracts about knowledge loss contexts from 25 participants across
all three companies (two of the 27 participants had no contribution
to this part of the study). By inspecting the data, we devised an original framework for characterizing knowledge loss contexts. This
framework posits three orthogonal dimensions for describing the
departure of a knowledge owner. The three dimensions are whether
the departure was permanent or temporary, whether it was sudden
or anticipated, and whether it was complete or partial. We selected
these dimensions analytically, but based on the variation points
we noted in the turnover situations described by participants. For
each of the 41 knowledge loss contexts under study, we noted the
type of departure using a small and closed set of codes created
from a preliminary review of the data. These codes are reported
as the content of the cells in Table 2. For the three dimensions,
we used either one of the two applicable values (e.g., complete or
partial), or the special value unspecified if the extract was not explicit about a dimension. As an example, we consider the following
extract: “...and sometimes after [the handover] the team might disappear

(1) Your official job title and brief description of your role and
responsibilities;
(2) Brief summary of your work experience, including graduation year, years with Company X, years and roles with
previous organizations (if appropriate);
(3) Can you think of situations where you needed information
that only one or a few colleagues had, or that had been
forgotten or lost?

Figure 2: Pre-study questionnaire
As the table shows, the three companies provide different environments for studying knowledge loss in practice. Participants
from Company A are all veterans of the company. Company B
presents a dichotomy, with two senior participants and two junior
participants, with corresponding tenure time in the company. As as
relatively new company, Company C presents a wide spectrum of
expertise and seniority, from founding members in major positions
of responsibilities to recent junior hires.

3.2

because they are not working on this project anymore [...]. They left, [...]
they are assigned to another project and they are busy: we cannot even
ask them questions...”—A11-Dev . We coded this extract as an internal

transfer that was permanent and complete, and unspecified in terms
of gradual vs. sudden.

Data Collection

We sent participants a pre-study questionnaire (Figure 2) along
with a consent form and a request to schedule an interview.
The goal of the interviews was to get rich descriptions of the
participants’ experience with turnover-induced knowledge loss. To
this end, we employed an open-ended, loosely-structured style of
qualitative interview [53], which consisted of asking participants
to elaborate on the situations they referenced in Question 3 of
the pre-study questionnaire. We conducted all 27 individual interviews through a videoconferencing software. We audio- and videorecorded the interviews. As none of the participants used screen
sharing, we only analyzed the audio portion of the recordings. The
author conducted all interview sessions. During the interview, the
investigator limited his role to asking clarification questions and
prompting the participant for additional details. The interviews
lasted between 10 and 45 minutes (mean=25 SD=8.7). We conducted
all but three of the interviews in English, with the remaining being
conducted in French. This protocol was reviewed and approved by
the Research Ethics Board of McGill University.

3.3

Implications of knowledge loss. We sought to better understand the
implications of knowledge loss in practice, using an inductive data
analysis strategy. We structured our analysis using the reflexive
thematic analysis framework proposed by Braun and Clarke [4].
Thematic analysis is a “method for systematically identifying, organizing, and offering insight into patterns of meaning (themes)
across a data set” [4, p.57] that is organized in six phases. First,
we studied all transcripts (Phase 1: Familiarizing Yourself With the
Data) and coded all relevant data extracts using open coding (a procedure whereby an investigator associates a free-form label, or code
to a data extract) (Phase 2: Generating Initial Codes). We followed
a process coding approach, using gerunds to denote “observable
and conceptual actions in the data” [29, p.75]. With this step, we
identified 134 data extracts annotated with 22 distinct codes (e.g.,
hoping that others remember, or trying to guess the intent of the code).
The investigator then studied the distribution of initial codes and
grouped them into themes (Phase 3: Searching for Themes). As a
result of this step, we mapped 20 of the 22 initial codes to the four
themes described in Table 3 and dropped two because they were
not well supported by evidence. The investigator then reviewed all
coded data extracts, this time organized by theme as opposed to
participant (Phase 4: Reviewing Potential Themes), and noted observations that capture the essence of the theme (Phase 5: Defining and
Naming Themes). We completed Phase 6 (Producing the Report) concurrently with Phases 4 and 5. We use an example to illustrate our
analysis process. During the initial coding, we noted the following
extract as relevant: “...they’re very, in their own world: it’s hard to break

Data Analysis

We used an automated transcription software followed by a manual
cleaning process to convert the audio recordings to textual transcripts. We structured the data analysis into two parts, with the
first part focusing on understanding the contexts of knowledge loss
and the second part focusing on the implications of knowledge loss
from the point of view of practitioners.
Contexts for knowledge loss. We sought to better understand the
different contexts in which practitioners experience turnover-induced
knowledge loss. We analyzed the transcripts to identify data extracts
in which a participant described a project departure context that
resulted in knowledge loss. A data extract corresponds to a cohesive
unit of action or verbalization by the participant, roughly equivalent to a few sentences in the transcript. We collected a set of 41

that product out of there. [...] They’re protective of the knowledge, they
really don’t want to share it that easily, because it’s their bread and butter,
their design.”—A6-Arc. We then coded this extract as facing knowledge

sharing resistance, one of the 22 initial codes. In the subsequent
phase, we grouped this code with five related codes to create the
theme working with colleagues.
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Table 2: Contexts for turnover-induced knowledge loss. Each cell represents the type of context that has the attributes in the
corresponding row and column. The pie charts visualize the hypothesized level of impact on knowledge loss, from high (•) to
low (◦). Contexts that were not directly recorded from participants are in italics.
Permanent
Sudden

Temporary

Anticipated

Sudden

Anticipated

Complete

Death, departure (miniRetirement, departure, inmum notice)
ternal transfer

Unanticipated leave

Weekend, vacations, anticipated leave

Partial

Departure or internal
transfer (minimum notice)

Unanticipated leave

Weekend, vacations, anticipated leave

3.4

Retirement, departure, internal transfer

Quality and Credibility

types and hypothesized level of impact on teams. We leverage our
interviews to provide rich descriptions of each dimension. We provide additional data to validate the framework in Section 6.

With the selection and application of our research method we strove
for high standards of quality (are the findings thoughtful and useful?) and credibility (do they truly reflect the participants’ experiences with a phenomenon?). These evaluation criteria are more
relevant for a qualitative study than the usual threats to validity
associated with quantitative studies [9, p.202]. The goal of this
study is not to generalize a phenomenon observed in a sample to a
population: instead we seek to synthesize the salient aspects of a
multi-faceted human situation through rich descriptions.
To ensure that our findings had an adequate level of quality and
credibility, we asked the original participants to review a preliminary version of this report and provide feedback (a practice also
known as member checking [8]). After the data analysis was completed, we sent all 27 participants the preliminary report along with
a feedback questionnaire. The report consisted of a one-paragraph
introduction followed by a preliminary version of Sections 3–5
of this paper. One email invitation bounced and, of 26 recipients,
we received nine responses with at least one participant for each
company. We provide the survey details together with the results
in Section 6.

4.1

A complete departure means a knowledge owner is no longer available for knowledge sharing. The canonical case is that of “a guy
passed away”—A13-Dev , but employees can also simply leave without
trace: “I personally have no idea even how to contact him and where to
find him or whatever”—A1-Dev .
In contrast, a partial departure means a knowledge owner remains available for knowledge sharing on a discretionary basis:
“They ended up giving their numbers, they can call them whenever”—A6-Arc;
“Fortunately he left personal contact information and he was nice enough,
he said ‘OK, now I’m retired I finally have some time in order to be able to
write down [...] knowledge points that I think you should know in order to
do well in supporting this particular product’.”—A15-Dev .

Although developers who transfer internally [17] technically
remain reachable, their departure can be considered complete if, as
a result of their transfer, their knowledge is lost. “How can he forget?
Because they developed it. You know they worked on that for very many
years...”—A12-Dev ; “So even if I send an email right now about the feature
the developer built 10 years ago, he will be like ‘what are you talking about?
I have no idea”’—A7-Arc; “I told my colleague ‘can you please help me on
this because I don’t know they did it.’ He took time to check it. ‘I’m so sorry
I don’t remember at all.”’—A12-Dev .

Limitations. The number of participants in our study is inevitably
limited, which creates the risk that we may have missed important
themes or modulations of a theme. In particular, we did not attempt
to assess the amount of saturation we achieved with our data set,
as this practice is questionable in the context of reflexive thematic
analysis [5]. In consequence, the themes we describe should be considered a shared but partial view of the knowledge loss experience.
The quality of our observations is also affected by our use of interviews to elicit the participant’s experience. We may have missed
insights due to some participants imperfectly recalling their experience or verbalizing their thoughts. These limitations were, to the
extent possible, mitigated through interview techniques (relevant
prompts and questions), and triangulation between participants.

4

Complete vs. Partial Departures

Knowledge seekers may also have reservations about contacting
departed knowledge owners, which contributes to making a departure effectively complete even when the knowledge owner remains
accessible: “I guess there would have been a way to get in touch with him,
but often times when a colleague has been gone for a little while, we try
and not get involved too much, unless we have no choice.”—A9-Dev ; “So
they developed this, they finish [...] so you know that application, it’s not
a priority anymore.”—A10-Dev .

4.2

CONTEXT FOR KNOWLEDGE LOSS

Sudden vs. Anticipated Departures

A departure is perceived as sudden if normal expectations about
knowledge transfer cannot be met. Even when an employee gives
their legal notice, their departure can be felt as sudden by their
teammates: “Two weeks of notice to go and so that was hard because,

We sought to better understand the workplace contexts that engender knowledge loss. To be able to reason about such contexts
analytically, we devised a framework that characterizes project
departure events along three dimensions: permanent vs. temporary, sudden vs. anticipated, and complete vs. partial. Table 2
presents the three dimensions with their corresponding contexts

the functionality was developed by him, but it was new. [...] So it was very
surprising, because normally, to [transfer the knowledge] we have to plan
and the other people should be available.”—A12-Dev
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Table 3: Implications of knowledge loss in practice: main themes
Theme

Observations

Lacking Guidance and Information

Practitioners can be left feeling uncertain about a specification or guessing the intent of the
code. Practitioners may feel they lack tacit knowledge about how to solve problems, or relevant
domain knowledge. Practitioners can feel they have to learn on their own.
Documentation can sometimes replace expert knowledge. However, documentation can also be
missing or disorganized and hard to find or search. The format of the documentation may be
unsuitable for the task, or its quality may be poor. As either an alternative to or replacement for
documentation, practitioners can leverage the project history, which has its own inefficiencies.
It can be possible to retrieve some knowledge from colleagues, which can require relying on
informal personal networks. However, social knowledge transfer can require explicit investment,
and can be inefficient because of its informality and the need to involve a lot of people. The
process can also be complicated by personality factors.
Practitioners can attempt to recreate the lost knowledge by doing their own research and selfdirected learning. However, the high level of effort required for this activity can interfere with
work. Recreating the knowledge can be a social activity, which may need to include some of the
non-developer stakeholders. Ultimately some of the recreated knowledge becomes documented.

Relying on Documentation

Working with Colleagues

Recreating the Knowledge

5

Retirements and other anticipated departures, such as leaves
and internal transfers, allow for some knowledge sharing: “we just
plan around my vacation”—C5-Dev ; “Before he left I asked him to identify
pull requests that contain all the [relevant code]. And then I asked him to
walk me through all these steps and those pull requests became kind of
a reference implementation.”—C1-Exe; “So you have still a 25 year gap on
that, but they’re starting to give what they can before retirement”—A6-Arc.

4.3

IMPLICATIONS OF KNOWLEDGE LOSS

We sought to better understand the experience of software development professionals faced with situations of knowledge loss.
Through our analysis process, we determined that these experiences can be organized into four main themes. Table 3 summarizes
the main observations we made for each theme. The observations
are indicated in italics in the table and in bold in the detailed description of the themes.

Permanent vs. Temporary Departures

Departures are permanent when the knowledge owner is not expected to return to the project: “so I can go back to the architect [...]

5.1

Lacking Guidance and Information
What’s the intent behind this code? What was he trying to
do, here?—A1-Man

who developed it 10 years ago, but it will not be useful because they moved
on, you know”—A7-Arc. In contrast, with temporary departures, the

knowledge owner is expected to return to the team. Although leaves
and other temporary departures are not typically associated with
turnover, we noted that, in practice, temporary departures can
produce impacts similar to other knowledge loss contexts.
Temporary departures are problematic, for example, when the
information needs cannot be anticipated in advance of a leave: “When

The theme lacking guidance and information generally captures
the type of knowledge lost and the disorientation caused by the
disengagement of a knowledge owner, beyond the usual needs that
motivate information seeking [6, 21, 26].
Some participants described how they felt uncertain about
a specification, indicating insufficiently externalized knowledge.
For example, because of the departure of a team member: “we never
knew what should be the right behavior”—A8-Dev . Although features
may be documented, requests by customers can involve subtleties
that are not covered by this documentation, in which case only the
original designer was in a unique position to comment on whether
a customer request is consistent with a feature’s design [A7-Arc]:

people take vacation or are sick, requests that they would normally handle
can come up and, there are a few of us that will try and take those over
when they are gone, and sometimes they’re requests that we have never
experienced before and don’t have any documentation for, so we don’t
know how to do them”—B4-Dev ; “On weekend support you’re responsible
for any incoming critical customer incidents from any of these components
or areas. So these are often in the times that you find that on the weekend
you receive [many] customer incidents for an area which you know nothing
about.”—A15-Dev

In one interesting case, developers in Company C were contractually requested to decrease their involvement in a project and
forgot crucial information they no longer used frequently: “From

“Should we assume that the customer is right or wrong about what they
are expecting? Because if the code is saying something else, we don’t
necessarily take it as this is the right and expected behavior [...] So most of
the questions are to make sure that we are covering exactly the scenarios
of the customers”—A5-Man. The question of distinguishing observed

one day to the next [the client] decided to scale down development but to
keep us on, but only a few hours per month. [...] At the beginning were were
four full-time developers on this, so there was a lot of information we hadn’t
really documented, but that now that we only work on this eight hours per
month, we realize that there are some information we forgot...”—C2-Man.

have contact with the solution manager and [...] we still contact them
and we still ask them ‘is the functionality doing what it’s supposed to
do?”’—A5-Man.

from specified behavior can motivate reaching out to knowledge
owners who may still be partially available (Section 4.1): “We still
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Similarly, developers lacking a ground truth about the rationale
for design decisions can also be left guessing the intent of the
code: “It’s been a while and most of the people who developed this have

collected, this experience was in the minority. Instead, most of the
participants commented on the obstacles to using documentation.
The challenges of documentation are well-known in the knowledge management literature: “Unfortunately, many documentation
processes are broken, or nonexistent, and leaders don’t realize it
until the lost knowledge actually threatens operations.” [12, p.89].
Issues with documentation have also been reported extensively in
the software engineering literature (e.g., [1, 24, 51]). The following
observations record the experience of developers specifically in the
context of turnover.
In the worst case, documentation can be missing: “My boss

moved on so [...] there’s a few things that were completely ignored and
the question is, why did they ignore these?”—A11-Dev . These experiences

can also be associated with a limitation of knowledge externalization, which is notoriously difficult for design rationale [18]. The
implication is that developers must recreate this knowledge (Section 5.4): “What’s the reason behind doing it in such way? So that reasoning here the person would have lost it and we would have to figure it out
ourselves”—A8-Dev .

Participants also referred specifically to the lack of tacit knowledge caused by the departure of a knowledge owner. Describing
how a developer about to move to another project was providing a
knowledge transfer session, A8-Dev mentioned: “He might be able to

would give me some pointers like “oh this guy did it I think he wrote some
documentation somewhere”, but I couldn’t really find anything”—C5-Dev ;
“The moment the person leaves [the company], [...] they cleaned up everything, including the recordings. So the recordings were lost.”—A17-Dev

Relevant information may be disorganized and hard to find
or search: “It’s an Excel file. Some of it is a Word document. Some of this

give us the overview of that solution [with] certain technical points, but he
would not be able to give us the [...] particular knack in that solution”. Participant A11-Dev referred to this tacit knowledge as “Some hints that
can drive a problem resolution”, elaborating: “you can have the knowledge,
it’s there, but still there is some fine tuning in the heads of people”. Some
participants stressed the importance of practical experience: “so
there’s some documentation, but not much practical experience”—A14-Dev ;
“So handover session theory is good. But practice is absolutely a different
thing. When somebody explains to you, you think you understood everything, you know everything. When it comes that a customer has this issue,
this is a different story.”—A2-Man

“[The information] is there, but you have to find it. So sometimes you have
to ask the expert or colleagues with more experience just to point you to
the place”—A13-Dev .

had never had to really run the program and do these steps on my own.
So when I had to do it, it was basically reading through those notes and
having to figure out and understand what was what I meant by it.”—B2-Man

through the whole video one hour in order to extract some useful information and people, they just get fed up”—A11-Dev ; In particular, docu-

is a recording from an old [proprietary format] that you’re not even sure
how to play anymore. [...] There’s no standard basically, so it’s very time
consuming.”—A1-Man; “If even the documentation was somewhere stored
on some servers at the company by this custom dev team we might not even
know where it is.”—A3-Man. One participant even mentioned that they

needed their expert in the first place, just to find the documentation:

This observation is an important reminder of the limitations of
externalized knowledge and that it cannot completely replace socialization and internalization in the process of knowledge creation
(see Figure 1). In the words of a participant from Company B: “I

The documentation format may be unsuitable for the task.
Numerous design trade-offs are involved when designing documentation [10], and the format employed may ultimately be mismatched
to the information needs. This was noted in particular for video
recordings: “and when we have specific questions and you have to go

Related to a lack of tacit knowledge, some participants indicated that they were impacted by the lack of domain knowledge
owned by the departed colleague, e.g: “it’s not like software knowledge, it’s more of a business knowledge of the [customer]”—A6-Arc. Finally,
some participants noted having to learn on their own: “[Alone]

mentation may be judged to be too “high-level” to palliate the loss
of expert knowledge: “[the recording] was super high level, basically
not really useful”—A1-Man. Finally, documentation may be ineffective
at supporting knowledge internalization: “The documentation from

development doesn’t really help sometimes because it’s really about how
they designed it. The best knowledge is sometimes the one that you learn
in the process”—A10-Dev .

it will take much more time, but it’s always possible [...] but unfortunately
it’s stressful...”—A12-Dev . In a different scenario, a developer who was

the only employee with PHP knowledge left and his successor commented: “It wasn’t that bad, but I did have to learn everything on my own
because not necessarily anyone in the company was a PHP expert”—C6-Dev .

5.2

In addition to not being in the right format, the documentation’s
quality may not be sufficient: “or we get the documentation, but, this
is incomplete or not very well written, and it’s confusing”—A3-Man, in particularly with respect to being up-to-date: “The document was not up
to date, it’s already probably lost some of the new enhancements”—A4-Man.
As either an alternative to or replacement for documentation, developers can leverage artifacts from the project history (email,
issue reports, etc.): “if it’s really a technical question, usually I can read the
code and then find the answer or we use our support system”—C1-Exe; “after
his departure I was trying to go through all his old solved incidents”—A15-Dev ;

Relying on Documentation
Reading the code is not enough, right? You need really detailed explanations, and then that’s when you would look
for documentation. But in some cases it’s either not good
enough, the documentation, or it’s not, well, it’s not there
anymore at all.—A1-Man

“When again customers started asking us questions it was not easy to find
this information because the person was gone. [...] Sometimes it’s really
hard to find the email which was there three years ago...”—A2-Man; “What
I generally do is doing some search for previous incidents and find out how
the colleague was solving that. So it give some bits and pieces.”—A14-Dev .

In the ideal case, documentation can replace expert knowledge [C1-Exe]. “If you have an SDD [Software Design Document] or if you
have a document, even if it’s not an SDD, but at least a document that’s explaining the feature or what was developed [...] So if this is given and stated
then we have no problem”—A7-Arc. However, among the observations
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5.4

Working with Colleagues
That’s the ideal situation: that they have given enough
knowledge to everyone else, like it’s a beehive. You’re hoping that everyone got a little piece of that knowledge so that
it could be retrieved somehow.—A6-Arc

Recreating the Knowledge
We had to rebuild the knowledge because we knew the only
thing we know is what [the software] is supposed to do [...]
But of course we wasted much more time than if we would
have had the expert from the start.—A1-Man

Participants described their attempts at recreating lost knowledge by doing their own research and self-directed learning:

Participants commented on their attempts to work with other
colleagues to recover some of the lost knowledge, i.e., to primarily rely on socialization to mitigate knowledge loss: “The only

“I used to use the [learning resources] from old colleagues [...] Because they
were supporting [the software] and they were developing in it, so they gave
hints in their books. So this kind of information I’m acquiring myself right
now as well”—A11-Dev . Many participants pointed, however, that the

issue if they left [the company], then we can seek this help from other
colleagues that are still around. Or some colleagues that got the knowledge
transfer from this guy before he left”—A11-Dev ; “You would look at the
documents that exist, and pretty much every single time you can see the
name of the authors [...] So we would try and get in touch with them once
we saw that they were involved with the projects, just sending an email and
see if they could get in touch with us”—A9-Dev . According to De Long,

effort required for this activity interfered with their work.
Following an incomplete knowledge transfer session, a participant
noted: “I remember I had to work for at least three or four days [...] maybe
more than eight hours a day to be able to just understand, “OK, where
is the issue”...”—A12-Dev ; Other participants opined: “you have reverse
engineering stuff. You have your code, you debug, and you learn so we can
build up the knowledge back. But it takes some time.”—A13-Dev ; “But over
time you [...] kind of reverse engineer, figure out how the application is
designed. [...] So generally this kind of knowledge gap will slow down the
support so you know the customer might wait...”—A14-Dev ; “We allocated
time for me and another person. We basically meet up every day and we
try to see how it works inside...”—A17-Dev .

socialization is most appropriate to transfer “implicit know-how”
type of knowledge [12, Figure 6.2].
Socialization-based knowledge conversion may require relying
on informal personal networks: “Sometimes you can go through

the personal touch because those who work on the same topic, they know
who they are”—A4-Man; “So I go back to the developer: “ah please”, because we have a very good relationship together, [our department] and
development, and we know each other very well”—A12-Dev . However,

Participants also noted how recreating the knowledge can
be a social activity, implying that the observations noted for the
theme working with others may apply in this case as well. “And

socialization-based knowledge transfer can require explicit
investment: “So a lot of the times the best way to start the whole process

is you send three–four colleagues there for two weeks. They interact with
them, they go out. [...] You start building a kind of human interaction before
you can get any other knowledge out”—A6-Arc; “We build good relationship
usually during the handover....”—A5-Man; “That’s why you have a manager
that hopefully knows a bit more the people involved in what group. But this
is very unstructured, and that’s why we have a mentor system”—A1-Man.

individual questions, you know. Gradually I would say gain some knowledge
in that way. After that, people get better. We have some expertise in my
team as of now.”—A4-Man; “And the only way is to learn is by debugging,
and come to our conclusion and try as a group too see what makes the
most sense for the customer”—A5-Man.

In some cases, the other people involved may need to include
some of the non-developer stakeholders, and in particular domain experts: “I started interviews with accountants. I started interviews

Although a potential safety net for turnover-induced knowledge
loss, socialization is not without its inefficiencies. These inefficiencies can be associated with the informality of the process: “So

with the original developer who is pretty good at sending me an email with
kind of a stream of consciousness”—B1-Exe; “It’s more of a meeting, myself
and another person and my boss actually would then meet and go, and
talk through what does it do? How does it work? How do we want it to
work? And we would basically reverse engineer and decode things based
on our knowledge of what we do inside of our company”—B2-Man.

you contact a person in [another country] that’s been there for a while and
he knows this person that knows, and he knows the other person...”—A6-Arc.
Disengaged members also have other priorities “And sometimes after
[the handover] the team might disappear because they are not working on
this project anymore [...] we cannot even ask them questions: sometimes
you send an email and it stays there for two weeks, three weeks”—A11-Dev .

As some of the recreated knowledge becomes documented,
the issues of ensuring documentation accessibility and quality need
to be considered: “Any way that I can find on the company’s share drive,

It may also be necessary to involve many people to cover all
the knowledge required: “we had to involve too many stakeholders from

development teams or previous product owners, or people who have a kind
of small knowledge about that topic. So we had to get in touch with all of
them to understand the behavior and then make a single piece of correction
line.”—A8-Dev ; “I had [the leaver’s advice] in the back of my mind as well
and used that to help work with other people on our team with providing
some information about what I was looking for to see if they could help fill
in some blanks and they were able to.”—B2-Man

in whatever notes or a memo, I tried to collect and put them together
and I try to restudy this software product on my own. But this is not an
easy process.”—A15-Dev ; “Sometimes they’re requests that we have never
experienced before and don’t have any documentation for, [...] and that’s
where our support documentation started building, as one of our team
members had put together a document about different scenarios that can
come up that they normally handle, that then we can use as a resource to
use while they’re gone.”—B4-Dev

Finally, personality factors can also complicate the process:

“Sometimes you have this kind of human relation that they feel that, ‘oh,
I’m really busy, I’m going to come back to you later on, you know, when I
feel like it”’—A7-Arc. A specific knowledge transfer barrier related to

6

working with colleagues is reluctance to share the knowledge [16]:

VALIDATION SURVEY

We sent a validation survey to all 27 participants, nine of whom
responded. The survey was organized in three sections that each
consisted of a Likert-scale evaluation followed by the free-form

“They’re protective of the knowledge, they really don’t want to share it that
easily, because it’s their bread and butter, their design...”—A6-Arc.
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To what extent do you agree that the overall description of knowledge loss contexts...
fits your understanding of the reality of
knowledge loss
is useful for helping you think about knowledge
loss situations in practice

11%

89%

11%
100%

89%
50%

0

50%

100%

To what extent do you agree that the observations for each theme below are consistent with your general experience
Lacking Guidance and Information

22%

Relying on Documentation

0%

Working with Colleagues

0%

Recreating the Knowledge

11%
100%

78%
100%
100%
89%
50%

0

50%

100%

To what extent do you agree that the observations for each theme below are useful for helping you think about knowledge
loss situations in practice
Lacking Guidance and Information

11%

89%

Relying on Documentation

11%

89%

Working with Colleagues

22%

78%

Recreating the Knowledge

11%
100%

89%
50%

0

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

50%
Agree

100%

Strongly Agree

Figure 3: Validation survey responses for Likert-scale questions (n=9)
question “please justify your answer”. Figure 3 shows the questions
and answers to the Likert-scale portion of all three sections. In
this section, we identify respondents by company only to maintain
adequate anonymity.

and information is the number one issue for us. To a point where we pay
specific attention to this criterion in our code reviews. We ask for inline
comments when we spot code that has no obvious intent”—C as well as
“If knowledge is not externalized, it is often because we are unsure what
the best format and location for that knowledge is”—C and “For lacking
guidance and information, small companies may be more impacted because
of the many responsabilities each of the employees have”—C .

Knowledge Loss Contexts. The first section addressed both the credibility and usefulness of the knowledge loss context framework
described in Section 4. Eight respondents agreed that the description of the knowledge loss contexts fits their experience and was
useful. The remaining respondent strongly disagreed to both statements, without comments. In addition to confirmatory comments,
two respondents pointed to additional aspects of the knowledge
loss context that would be useful to capture: “the quantity, quality,
and uniqueness of the knowledge”—C and well as the “the size of the
company and the development team”—C .

Knowledge Loss Implications–Usefulness. The third section of the
survey addressed the usefulness of the observations. For this section,
seven respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the observations
were useful for all four themes, and two respondents disagreed
with two themes each. One detractor provided no justification, but
for the second the justification does not appear to contradict the
observations: “I do not agree exactly with everything about lacking guidance and information. I feel that developers need to be able to learn on
their own...”—C . Although the observations capture the experience of

Knowledge Loss Implications–Credibility. The second section addressed specifically the credibility of the observations reported
for the four themes. The observations for the themes relying on
documentation and working with colleagues resonated with all respondents. For the theme lacking guidance and information, only
one of the two detractors commented, stating: “I find the context of a

developers in situations of knowledge loss, the statements make no
judgement about mitigation measures, which may certainly include
self-learning. As for feedback related to working with colleagues,
the statement actually corroborates the experience of A9-Dev noted
in Section 4.1: “When working with previous colleagues, I disagree in the

developer or a development team having to figure out the intent of a piece
of code troubling...”—B. This divergence may be due to the fact that

sense that I would not feel comfortable contacting someone that is not
working with the company anymore to retrieve information...”—C . Finally,

the data supporting the observation about guessing the intent of the
code was exclusively collected from participants in Company A,
and the respondent may not have been exposed to these challenges
as part of a smaller organization. About recreating the knowledge,
the detractor indicated: “Can be done but it is too stressful and asks to
invest a huge amount of time and the efforts are rarely appreciated”—A.
This comment indicates that while the respondent disagrees with
the practice, they actually speak of it from experience, thus confirming the observation. Other complementary insights shared by
participants as comments to this section include: “Lacking guidance

one comment from a positive respondent highlights the role and
potential value of knowledge re-creation in the spiral of knowledge: “I agree with all the different points mentioned but recreating the
knowledge can be highly beneficial for the person at stake. In my personal
opinion I learn best when I get hands-on experience with something. I find
that relying on documentation and colleagues gives you a decent amount
of understanding but to truly understand something it is best for me to
recreate it. I agree that it is pretty time consuming”—C . It is interesting

to note how this opinion is diametrically opposed to that of the
respondent from Company A quoted in the previous paragraph.
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CONCLUSIONS

impact of turnover events on organizations. Our proposed framework hypothesizes this impact, but future work could empirically
validate the levels, as well as help enrich the framework with additional dimensions for capturing knowledge loss. For example,
it may be possible to identify the main type of knowledge lost
through a specific departure event. Another promising direction
for furthering this work will be to link the different context types
with implications. For example, are internal transfers more strongly
associated with certain types of implications than retirements? Finally, as the ultimate goal of this research is to help organizations
manage knowledge related to software assets, a natural extension
of this study will be to experiment with a selection of mitigation
strategies for one or more knowledge loss implications determined
with the help of the observations we contributed. To this end, the
framework presented in Table 2 and the observations described in
Table 3 can provide a shared vocabulary and a common ground for
software development teams to engage in discussions of knowledge
loss challenges and potential mitigation strategies.

With this study, we sought to better understand turnover-induced
knowledge loss contexts and their implications. Based on interviews
with 27 professional software developers and managers from three
companies, we devised and applied a framework for characterizing
knowledge loss contexts, and synthesized 20 observations about the
potential implications of knowledge loss in practice. We conclude
with a discussion of the broader insights we gathered from the
study.
Insights From Knowledge Loss Contexts. The experiences we collected about knowledge loss contexts challenge a number of assumptions about turnover-induced knowledge loss in software
development. The notion of turnover captured by the “bus factor”
concept [2, 7, 43] assumes a sudden, complete, and permanent departure. Our study helped illustrate the different shades of turnover
beyond those parameters. First, we saw how departed knowledge
owners may remain available for knowledge transfer, thus mitigating the impact of knowledge loss. Conversely, we saw how internal
transfers within a company can nevertheless amount to a complete
departure from the point of view of knowledge loss, as the knowledge owners progressively lose their knowledge. The interview
data also emphasized how the simple anticipation of a departure
can play a major role in preventing knowledge loss. Finally, we
observed that temporary leaves—not usually considered turnover—
can have implications similar to knowledge loss as developers must
resolve incidents under time pressure without the help of an expert.
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Knowledge Loss and Knowledge Management. The 20 observations
about the implications of knowledge loss listed in Table 3 capture
important concerns of the participants regarding knowledge loss.
We note that they cover practically all the forms of knowledge conversion illustrated in Figure 1. Observations about lacking guidance
and information capture the challenges of sharing tacit knowledge,
typically acquired through socialization. The theme working with
colleagues focuses specifically on the socialization conversion, and
recreating the knowledge also emphasizes the need to involve others
in this process. Externalization, and to a lesser extent, combination,
are reflected in the theme relying on documentation. The observations captured under this theme illustrate the barriers to knowledge
transfer experienced when documentation is used for knowledge
loss mitigation (as opposed to, for example, learning a new technology [28, 44]). The theme recreating the knowledge also touches on
externalization, as participants have described their attempts to capture the new knowledge explicitly. Finally, the observations about
tacit knowledge under theme lacking guidance and information
show how some participants were adamant about the importance
of knowledge internalization (learning by doing) in the knowledge
loss mitigation process.
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